
FREUDS THEORY OF SEXUALITY THREE ESSAY

Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality sometimes titled Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex, is a work by
Sigmund Freud, the founder of.

On the sexual theories of children. August 28,  In effect, the etiology of neurosis that Freud had previously
proposed, as early as with reference to hysteria, was here reasserted and further developed. Nevertheless,
Freud examined three central themes in psychoanalysisâ€”the libidinal economy of the onset of puberty,
female and male sexuality, and object relations. Freud did also observe that people with "normal" sexual
tendencies were not normal afterall. Studies on hysteria. In its final version, the "Three Essays" also included
the concepts of penis envy , castration anxiety , and the Oedipus complex. However, newer theories into
human sexuality are still based on the original Freudian theories. According to Freud this fear came out of
sexual desire for his mother. In other words, the childhood trauma which is traumatic, stressed Freud, because
the child suffers a frightening assault, the nature of which he or she does not understand will become sexual
only in puberty. For instance, symptoms as paralysis or insomnia were diagnosed to be hysteria. By this view,
there is no infantile sexuality strictly speaking, And yet, one must admit "[E]ven the age of childhood is not
wanting in slight sexual excitations" "The Aetiology of Hysteria," c, p. SE, 9:  Freud notes that we are all born
sexually "polymorphous" Freud, however, did not invoke the reductionist biological theory often heard today,
but instead poses an interesting little theory about identification with a strong female early in one's life If
anything, Freud might concede that one is biologically predisposed to identify with such a strong female, but
the presence of said person is obviously completely up to circumstance. He stressed that one must distinguish
between types of perversion, according to whether the sexual anomaly is related to the object as with
homosexuality or zoophilia or to the aim, that is, to the activities that lead to sexual gratification. Freud
pointed to the lack of knowledge on this subject while noting, at the same time, that it would be sufficient to
carefully observe young children without hastening to declare sexual manifestations as abnormal. In effect,
from this point on, Freud acknowledged the object-relations nature of infantile sexuality. This fear was the
fear of castration. The first part of this work is dedicated to studying sexual behaviors that were not "normal".
In Freud's early view, hysteria, and neuroses more generally, are pathological conditions triggered by a sexual
"seduction" sustained in childhood. He adds, "The finding of an object is in fact a refinding of it" p. Here we
find one of the major sources of discomfort provoked by the second of the Three Essays. Best to go right to
the source, no? He did make some very progressive a point for a man of his time. Bibliography Brusset,
Bernard. Nor did the last of the Three Essays, on "The Transformations of Puberty" seem to provoke much
controversy at a time when personal needs, desires, and social practices only underscored the omnipresence of
sexuality. Is "presexual" sexual? He also postulated the anal area could be converted into an area of sexual
pleasure where the child experiences pleasure by exerting pressure. To infantile sexuality, which he supposed
to be essentially auto-erotic, he opposed object-directed sexuality developed during puberty. However, it
would be a mistake to imagine that, at first publication in , it was entirely novel in terms of Freud's own
thinking. For instance, Freud's attributes the rise of monotheism and the strong hold it had at the time to
psychosexual development. The development of self is no longer rooted in the assumption of a sexual identity;
instead the imposition of sexual categories on the infant mind becomes a source of neurosis and itself a
problem to overcome. Discussing the choice of children and animals as sex objects â€” pedophilia and
bestiality â€” he notes that most people would prefer to limit these perversions to the insane "on aesthetic
grounds" but that they exist in normal people also. In addition, in a highly rational argument, Freud presented
a further fundamental concept. He similarly understands puberty as the sum of modifications acting upon
infantile sexuality. The immediate influence of the Three Essays was profound, and fostered change in the
way that people thought, behaved, and learned about sexuality; this influence abides today. Rather, the
controversy and enthusiasm that greeted Freud's brief volume was primarily due to the second essay, in which
he discussed sexuality in infancy and childhood.


